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y.    imopucTion 
The Industrial Programming Section of UNIDO organiaed a 

«.eting on the Mexican Capital Good. Project (DP/MEX/72/014), at  the 

UNIX Secretariat in Vienna from   -7 to  19 Somber 1?75- 

The meeting «a. meant to review approache.  and achievement, of 

the UNDP/UNIDO  as.i.tance project up to  the end of the pre.ent phase 

(II) «nd to 11.CUM basic is.ues of the continued assistance during 

the extension phaae .oh.dul.d to begin in October 1975-    *» —ti«« 

wa. alio to review the experience gained in rendering such multi- 

disciplinary technical  as.i.tance in the field of industrial sector 

progra-ing, experience that might be ua.d in .imilar project, in 

other countries. 

The rather inforna .—ion. of the meeting con.i.ted of short 

introduction, to the various issues, followed by di.ous.iona.    The 

.«.tin« was attendai by three Mexican oflccial., the Project Manager, 

the Senior Industrial Dev.lopi.ent Field Adviser and UNIDO .taff- 

—bers.    in addition,  one representative each from similar capital 

good, progra«... in two other countri.. att.nd.d the meeting.    The 

list of participant, and ths f.nd. of the «.ating are attached in 

annasa« I and II. 
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II. SlMiAIÎY  :i'-i11  .y^T.ifST.v" 

The meeting  „»« a rare   arid valuable opportunity to have Mexican 

high  level   .fficiais,   the LNIIV project manager and UNIDO staff 

specialized  in  the various  aspeóte cf  the capital gouñtt industry, 

devote  a few dayr or.  a full-time basis to detailed analyses and 

diacucsims •-.•  ^hi.ver^s,   -neth.-d»  and plans of this rather important 

and  in many ways exceptional   project. 

The focus ;f  the meeting was en the substantive aspects of 

programming this aubsector.     The process of preparation, promotion 

and negotiation of investment  projects was discussed  at length.    The 

experience gained m   the ¡¡exican caee  showed - at least within the 

given  circumstances -  that all   the   three basic  issues  of the process 

should not be   treated   separately,  but   that  they should  be carried 

out  simultaneously as  parts  cf an integrated process  aiming at 

actual  investment, 

Special  attention raised the question on the evaluation of 

investment projects from tht  national  economic point of view.     It was 

proposed by *he ¡léxicas participarte  and supported bv  the meeting 

that  the UNIDO  Secretariat would look further  into thia matter and 

prepare s short pap¿r  on cost-benefit analysis of capital gooda 

projects. 

Tht  aspect of regional  co-c >eration between M xico and other 

developing countries  in the region was  Drought up in the diaouaaiona. 

It was agreed   that an attempt be made to establish a baaia for auoh 

a co-op .ration by convening a subregional capital gooda meeting in 

Mexico  in 1^76 with 3om2 selected countries. 

The meeting was  considered very useful  and oonatructiv».    It 

«ave a valuable impulse  ,-úao  for the recently initiated capital «ooda 

programmes in Pakistan and Turkey. 

jim 
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III.   BACKGROUND * 

It is  increasingly being recognised in developing countries that 

the  growth of the capital-goods sector is  an essential   link   in the 

chain of industrial   and techn-1 oß-i.cal  progress and  tiiat  rapid planned 

expansion of this sector represents  a critical stage  in  the   industrial 

growth o?  such economies.     The machine-luilfling sector  is  among the most 

dynamic sectors of manufacture,   covering as it does  the production of 

mechanical,   electrical and   tran^rt  equipment which are utilised as 

machinery and equipment in  various  production sectors       Such a wide 

coverage  inevitably has considerable  ramification in   terms  of forward 

and  backwards linkages with basic industries and the  engineering-goods 

sector.     With expansion of   a country's industrial  base,   the  demand 

for machinery and equipment   grows  at  an increasingly accelerated pace, 

resulting in the gradual g-owth of  an adequate internal  market for 

various machinery products.     This  tends to  be accompanied  by infra- 

structural  growth and the development of resource  inputs   such as 

processed  industrial materials,  production of parts and components 

and  a base  of industrial  skills and aptitudes.    Despite  the existence 

of  such conditions,  however,   the  transition to the manufacture of 

sophisticated machinery products  is very difficult  in most  developing 

countries and requires considerable deliberative effort  and program- 

ming.    Because of sophisticated technological requirements  and the 

complex ni-ture of production in ti ì machine building sector,  the 

transition  to such manufacture tends to  be very slow and may get 

delayed indefinitely,  if left to market forces alone.     The  comparative- 

ly higher capital outlays required,   the larger gestation periods and 

the  lower investment-output  ratio  in the early years of production 

which are  often features of machine building enterprises,   particularly 

in developing countries,  also necessitates positive and deliberative 

measures for resource allocation to this basic sector. 

The essential need for and the problems inherent  in developing 

capital good« manufacture  have assumed considerable significance in 

a number of countries in Latin America, Asia and Africa.     Among the 

countries where the situation on this account »as become increasingly 

* This section was prepared "by Mr. K.D.K.3ingh, Project Manager 

BBSS 
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acutí,  and  cv»n disturbing,   is Mexico      Here,   the demand for machinery 

and equipment  has grown and  continuos growing at a very rapid pace  and 

the  inad(;qir.;t;  gr^wM;   -f   the  domestic capita—goods   3ector  ìB 

constituting   an  increasing   imbalance  in the  country'^ industrial 

s true tur».. .      I nevi t ally,   increased macninery demand has had to be  met 

oy rip: ¡ l'v.Teasinr nr iipTt3,  resulting in a fast-growing burden  on 

the  country's  .alance oí' payments      Apart  from  this,   the continuing 

depen e   "e   or. heavy machinery imports also  has significant  technological 

and sc^i;-ec   nomic  implicati.ms.    Technologically,   the development 

of the machine-building sector is .an essential  element in  the  further 

growth ,.f   technical   knowledge  and skills in precision and sophisticated 

manufacture,   extending from  upgrading of skills in machine  operation 

to innovât ivo:  developments   and adaptation of new productive   techniques 

in the  engineering-goods see-tor      Kroir. a national-economic viewpoint, 

the machme-Quildiag sector has to  be viewed as a key,  catalytic 

factor for   the overall rrowtr. of the metal-working industry and has 

significant   employaient  potential,   both directly and indirectly through 

its multiplier effect  on the  expansion of feeder and ancillary 

industries.      In the  context   of Iiexico,  both   these aspects assume 

special  sigtii fi cano« . 

The programming of capi tal-goods manufacture is a fairly complex 

task and must   essentially be  viewed as a long-term operation.     The 

sector is very diverse in its coverage, extending frjm the production 

of small parts and  components to large and sophisticated machinery 

products,   involving hi^h-quality casting and forgings,  heavy fabrication, 

precision machining,  heat  treatment and a number of skilled technique» 

and operations.    In most cases,  the manufacturing facilities required 

are of a multi-purpose nature and the equipment,  comprising for exemple 

of a large  array of machine-tools,  can usually be utilised for a wide 

variety of  products.     Programming in this sector consequently needs 

to cover not.  only the identification of specific machinery products 

whose manufacture can be economically undertaken,  but also evaluate 

various production possibilities in terms of socio-economic costs 

and benefits  so that    the manufacturing priorities can be clearly 

defined,  together with the appropriate product groups and ranges in 
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each identified project.     The investment priorities thus defined have, 

in the case of     free-market economics,   then    t¿   be dovetailed into 

an appropriate  prognmrae  of investment promotion and mobilisation in 

respect of the  identified machinery subsectors   and projects.     It  is 

necessary that  such sectoral programming  be   tailored to  investment 

responses,  though  such responses -an be  channelised through significant 

policy measures  and  through public-sector  entreprises,   towards certain 

directions of  investment  and resource allocation.    The  construction 

of any sectoral   economic model has necessarily   therefore,   to take 

account of this  basic  factor. 

The overall   objective of sectoral  programming for  this  industrial 

branch should be   to  cover the significant  production .and  technological 

gaps in the economy  to   the extent of economic   feasibility -and on a 

system of defined priorities. 

It is against  the  above background that  it is necessary to consider 

the programming of capital-goods production  in Mexico  and   the 

project for such programming and development  undertaken by Nacional 

Financiera, with  the  collaboration and participation of UMIDO.     The 

objectives of this project have been to  analyse  the capital-goods 

production sector  in Hexico, with the exclusion of the transport 

eector;  to prepare projections of demand  and domestic manufacturing 

capacity and in  the  light of such projections,   to draw up and 

implement a development      program for  the  manufacture of various 

machinery products,   the domestic production of which is viable  and 

necessary for the  country's balanced industrial growth.  In it first 

phase (1972-73)   the UNIDO-NAPINSA project  analysed the present  level 

and features of machine building in Mexico,   principally through field 

surveys, plant  visits  to over 60 enterprises  in the country and 

collection of a mass of data and material.     At the same time,  fairly 

detailed projections were made of domestic demand for a wide range of 

machinery products during the period 1976-1980.    The methodology 

adopted was to project the growth of the principal machinery consuming 

•ectora such as electricity,production and distribution,  agriculture 

and irrigation,  construction and mining,   iron and steel, chemicals and 

petrochemicals,  pulp and paper, cement and othore thereafter to derive 

mÊmmmlmÊÊmmÈÊMÊmà 



the growth ,o-cfficitilt   for each subsector and  apply such co-efficient 

to the aporifxe .mohm.r/  items reared for each particular branch. 

At  the B,-unc  time,   pr  .„.étions wer, made  of domos ti o manufacturing 

cecity ,-or specific Ginnery groups  and products..     These projections 

were made f•  ,ffic-i ,]   dat. regarding existing production,  census 

figures,  data cellos   in  the course of plant  vxsxts  and data 

obtain:! from ^.terr-rises themselves as  to  their production and 

expansion proves.     :.nile  the fxcld survey was not  exhaustive,  it 

has oeui fairly  comprehensive and the projections of domestic 

Productxon oapacit;;  ar ;   UkUy   to be fairly realistic.     The demand 

projections and   the  projetions of domestic ,rduction highlighted the 

productxon rap  for capital-goods during 19?6-198C which would 

necessaria hav,   to   be   c,vcred  by xmports,     Thu  figures were further 

cross-checked   by direct  extrapolation of Past  imports of machinery to 

projected imports durxng 1976-1980.    As a result  of these studies, 

the projected dcand  for capital goods,  -adjusted to  1974 prices and 

in some cases,   to ,oro  recent growth co-efficients is presently estimated 

to be of the crd.r of  30C  to i2T thousand million pesos for the period 

1WS-19W.    As gainai   this, projections of domestic production of 

capital-goods in Mexico,   also updated to  1974 prices and taking more 

recent progrès of expansion cf the principal  machine-building 

enterprises into   account,   indicate a figure of about  140 thnsand 
million p,sos  (1974  ¡iricos)  durinr ^ ^ ^.^     ^ ^ ^ 

production,  is therefor.,   likely    c   be of   the  order ox'  160 to  ISO 

tho*and million Pesos  (1974 prices) during 1976-1980.     it i8 fui.ther 

estimated that ty  <>m,  machinory importfl iflto Meiico ^ ^ ^ ^ 

45 thousand million pesos,  with further imports of processed material 

and components  to  the extent of 10 thousand million pesos annually. 

These fibres must  bo viewed as orders-of-magnitude only but are 

indicative of the  very significant size and magnitude of the problem 

that is likely  t   face  the country during the next five years.    The 

gaps each year will  necessari], have to be covered by importa of 

machinery,  unless  an    extensive programme of machinery manufacture i. 
undertaken during- this nrriiH      Uu:, uriag tnis period.    While such a programme may not have a 
significant effect  before   1QRn    i+ w«„u    *  1 eiore  1900,  it would at least ensure that the 
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import bill during I98O-I985 would be substantially reduced,  A more 

detailed projection for the periods 1976-198O and I98O-I985 is currently 

under preparation by the UNIDO/MAFITJSA group and should be ready by 

the end of the year.  This would i idicate the likely production gaps 

in respect of each of the principal capital-goods products and groups. 

The UNIDO/ÑARUSA project is presently in its second phase, 

which is intended to continue till early 1977-  During this phase, a 

number of market and feasibility studies have been and are being 

prepared for the principal machinery products and groups, Twelve such 

studies covering various capital goods groups in the mechanical and 

electrical equipment sectors have already been completed and three 

others relating to steel plant equipment, machinery for chemical and 

petrochemical industries and production of hydraulic turbines in 

Mexico should be able to be completed during this year. The remaining 

studies, mainly relating to equipment requirements f specific industries 

would be completed during the first half of 1976. These feasibility 

studies constitute the basic material necessary for drawing up specific 

manufacturing projects and investment propositions, which can be 

promoted for implementation by interested entrepreneurs. The studies 

also indicate the nature and magnitude of additional investment 

reçu-red for each project and suggest directions of implementation, 

including possible technology sources in some caBes. 

IV. PROCEHINQS 

A. Opening session and review of tho capital goods programme 

In the opening statement, the Chairman emphasized the 

importance of the capital goods subsector in the industrial develop- 

ment process. It was mentioned that UNDP/UNIDO assistance to Nacional 

Financiera in programing the development of the capital goods industry 

is a multidisciplinary project involving planning and policies, 

project preparation, evaluation and promotion and negotiation regfrding 

the supply of foreign capital and technology. This rather pragmatic 

and business-oriented approach has been very succesful and should be 

considered also for other UMIDO projects. 

^^¡^auiÈÊàiiaÀÉÊiàÊiiÊÊÊÊÊtÊÈÊiÊÊÊÊÊilÊÊÊâ MtfWÜH 
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Wtir description of Mexico's objectives 
br^cd .va an analytic dcB.r P .n(iu_trY ^d of NAFINSA's 

+w-  capital i^oods industry *»" 
„4d Pr»8rectB in ie-voMpin*   . _ UinDp/uNID0 project concept 

r,le in fostering this development, 

_ revie, ,d in detail ^ ^ ^ 

A3 was descried,   the  projet 

--ific-U.-r. cf  P-^"iax  projects 

PHAST. ii;   îlc!t-llul P 

negotiations 
v +-  thf. uncrating capital 

PKAS3 Hi:  institutional   support  t, the op 
goods pi.ant3 . 

A the choice cf the basic steps of th. 
The noting discussed the  enoi importance 

.       fX..rrl,P  in phase  I nrd II and stressed P 
programing fc*.,ci...        P copriate evaluation and 

„f ctcr« ir. tl.c pr .. inv8BtlM„t project», 

»ejection of rriorit-.««     »»6 !«"•* 

furd»nt».   pestio» concernine »IDO- «1. 

^""? '   "o - . »«try «hi* it.eif p.—» 
Md ^.* » -«   '  ;- ^IU _ ,ra participant 

highly competent total-aï <» ^filling an e.»ential, 
,.   ,  innrr'q  assistance is tum J-J-"* 

emphasized that  JNIIX   * concentrate on a full- 
.,,,,,v.   „„,,  oqaieii expertise  t-     w« 

oat3lyti= r„- ;-;; r      "on J. .pecific piling ta*      — 
Mtoiu"*'-»'"" ,tw rehired action» and 

* «» UH» «r-t f- 'V1"^:;     L   1 »tart of tne «««/ 
deciaion»,    it «a, also »entioned   h     » ^^ ^ _, 

— —•tl; n^T-^- «-"-*••dsveloimMt 
more and more into focuss 

policy* 

-.hi e vernerà»  °*"*  •      '  
, +      UHU», contribution to the project a»ount. to 

Up to date,  UNDP • con• IQ7?-1Q7«>. 
•  , 700 00C of expert services covering the period 1972 1975 

about « 700,OOC of exv „+ iM3Ut8 were made in form of 

detent sterpa,-t . , - ^ ^ „ „„,„„ 

office and transport facilities an 

staff- 



Project achievements up to date can be  summarized as follower 

- economic analyses,  growth projections of industrial brashes 
were completed in 1972-1973; 

- identification and formu ation ~f projects relatif to about 
20 investment capital  goods subsectors were undertaken 197. 

1974; 
- detailed project preparation and evaluation was done m 

1974-1975; 
- investment promotion and negotiations regarding acquisition of 

foreign know-how took place  in 1973-197> 

The meeting rovxewed some of  the major inputs and achieve- 

ments of the project. 

As to questions of counterpart support,  it was noted that 

the role of c unterpart  provision is for Mexican staff to: 

- get acquainted with the  techniques of project preparation; 

- get acquainted with the  individual  investment projects for 
follow-up after the expert left,  and 

- render assistance to experts, 

It was observed that to a relatively large extent counter- 

part, were assisting experts in collecting data, arranging factory 

visits and other less qualified tasks whereby the training effect m 

.pecific technical matters may have been somewhat reduced. However, 

it was considered unavoidable to use the counterparts for these 

activities, because of the short time that the international experts 

have to their disposal  for completing their studies. 

The meeting reviewed the ^»^ of UHlgAHJBO inputs and 

discussed above all the problems of find:   * suitable experts.     It 

.hould be ensured that  the experts possess the adaptability,   the up- 

to-date knowledge and the constructive out-look required in this kind 

of project. 

The basic question on the choice of using either individually 

recruited expert, or sub-contracted consulting firm, to carry out pre- 

investment studies wa. raised.    A 1. «io.» participant concluded that 

basically the use of consulting firm, in this project may not be 

appropriate since they would tend to work outside the expert group, 

without proper integration.    Indeed, it i. essential feature and pre- 
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condition for the  efficiency of this project  that the  export« work 

very closely together  in on integrated team.     It was however suggested 

that  on  open-ended contract with a qualified consulting firm might 

constitute a possible  srlution.    .Jith such an arrangement the 

consulting firm would be  able  to  assign their specialists to  the 

project  upon short notice  as required.     These  specialists could bo 

integrated with the  rest of  the pr »ject  team just on individually 

recruited experts. 

The Approach 

The meeting reviewed the programming methodology of the 

project   and discussed major issues. 

It was explained that the capital goods in this project were 

defined as mechanical  and electrical equipment and its major part, 

used as producti>n equipment in selected branches (mostly industrial 

branches)      Intentionally,  the range of capital goods was herewith 

narrowed d3wn and excluded equipment in non-selected branches 

(transport sector)  as well  as equipment not directly used in industrial 

production (office machines,  etc) or as auxiliary equipment  (tubing, 

wiring). 

The Planning period wan originally set to cover the years 

up to 1980,    During the programming exercise it was, however, realised 

that for this particular task the period was toe -short.    An up-dating 

of the  initial projections and an extension of the plan period is 

therefore presently being undertaken. 

In this connexion the question was raised whether not a 

complete scenario of the future, overall development prospects of the 

Mexican economy should have been drawn up to constitute the proper 

framework for the capital goods programme instead of confining the 

basis to an estimated growth trend of GDP.    The economic uncertainties, 

the lack of data    and of a detailed overall planning concept of the 

Government would, however, limit the possibilities of preparing a 

realistic scenario. 
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It was indi oated that  a crucial step of  an exercise of this 

kind ie the breaking down of total  estimated investment outlays  into 

groups and items  of specific machinery and equipment.    A stock-taking 

and elaboration of appropriate  international reference   lata would be 

an essential task  for supporting such planning exercise 

Summarizing the discussi ¡ns  on the adopted approach,  it was 

stated that the programming methodology did not  include sophisticated 

planning techniques covering,  for  instance, dynamic inter-industry 

relations.    Nr.r was the capital goods sub-sector analyzed in details 

in its entireness.    The approach was rather pragmatic using the baaití 

data and information which cnuld bo collected within the time at 

disposal and focussing on actual  realization of investments in 

•elected fields. 

D. The investment decisi-a-making process 

The meeting discussed the particular approach used in the 

project for preparing, evaluating and promoting the investment 

projects. 

The en+ir~ investment decision-making process up to the 

final investment decision can be  outlined as follows: 

(i) Preparation  of preliminary opportunity study and 
determination of general  policies for investment 

(ii) First  technical and financial appraisal   of project 

(iii) Establishing initial  contacts and giving preliminary 
information to lomestiQ and foreign industrialist». 
Techno-economic assessment of domestic manufacturers' 
capabilities 

(i1 ) Discussions with major potential  customers 

(v) Preparation of more detailed pre-investment study 
and giving detailed project information to potential 
investors 

(vi) Review and evaluation of offers 

(vii) Negotiations as t* financial and other conditions 
for participation in project 

(vili) Revision of feasibility study 

(ix) Colmerei al and economic evaluation of projeot 

(x) Pinal negotiation with all parties concerned 

(xi) Investment decision 
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Th.. specific litaros    -f the described pr -COB« are that pro- 

investment studio,  pr m ti  nal   activities and negotiations for  one 

specific ir.vcst.ncnt ,r jeet  .-*•*   twinned with ,ach   -ther throughout 

this 7DCOSS. 

Th.   -^p-g-ati-n    f  investment studjoB was thus not d me in 

issati n fDT,  the  pasible   investing partners •     Instead,   it w« 

ensured that  th«  r nccpt  and  details   ,f the  investment project, were 

c ntinu. uslv adjusted in ace  rdancc with the requirements and 

interests    f futur, clients  and  p toatial project partners.     In thi. 

way the -roject studi,s were  br u*ht f word step-by-step with *n 

increasing degree    f coletones* not   -nly for  th. sponsor but  also 

f:r the interested p tential  investors,  thus ensuring that at the end 

•f this pr cess actual investment w uld take place and that the 

products would be  accented by  the  clients. 

The  concrete steps  art.  as follows: 

(i) Preparati m   f project  "proles"  (brief opportunity 
study) 

(ii) Identificati a   >f potential local partners through 
plant visits 

(iii) Vienna investment  promotion meeting 

(iv) Contacts with additional foreign industries through 
embassies,  etc. 

(v) Visits to foreign companies 
(vi)  Letters    f intent by  inter sted potential r&rtners 

(vii) Preparati on .»f detailed project studies 

(viii) Forwarding of project  studies to interested 
companies 

(il) Negotiations, project revisions,  evaluation. 

The meeting concluded that this chosen approach for preparing 

Pre-investment studios largely avoided the problem frequently faced 

in other UNDP/UNIDO projects,   i.e. the fact that pre-investment 

studies are prepared in great detail and is large numbers,  in 

isolation of the potential  investors.    As » result, numerous ?re- 

investment studies are kept o i the shelves in government office« 

without any investment follow-up, until they are outdated.    Potential 

ÈBBI 
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investis usually wish t > apply their   own e >ncept and calculations 

'id   to be involved in the  finalization   A'  the studies and would not 

easily accept   the data and conclusions   of an elsewhere completed 

feasibility study . 

A review ?f past project activities shows that during the 

preparation of  the pre-investment studies,  relatively little  effort 

was  put into expl   ring the  ex-port market potentials.    The reason was, 

for   instance,   that import data    f other countries were n  t   considered 

as   sufficiently  reliabl* indicators f >r a realistic assessment   of 

export possibilities m this particular industrial subsector.    Moreover, 

importers in othor cjuntries  showed little concrete interest  at this 

planning stage. 

It was  emphasized that a fundamental fact needs to  be 

considered,  that  is, that nu  new capital goods industry could succtod 

in  starting to  export, unless  it is well  established in the  domestic 

market and can demonstrate quality, reliability, good service,  etc. 

It   should be realized that  the capital  g;ods programme primarily rests 

upon the potentials of the domestic market.    The export aspect should 

be   applied whereever p >ssible  but there  seems little scope  at this 

stage of the programme,    However, it may be able to achieve  certain 

subregional complementarity  and trade  in capital goods through regional 

co—operation, 

The  pro.iect evaluation aspect   >f the decision-making process 

was  reviewed by  the meeting   ind regarded as vory crucial for the 

project.    Besides tho commercial evaluation of the initial  and complete 

pre-investment  studies for Nacional Financiera, as project  sponsor, 

project evaluation is being undertaken in the capital goods programme 

to   assess the profitabilit '  from the national point of view and from 

the point  of view of each of  the potential partners.    The meeting 

discussed the concept and approach of evaluating national benefits and 

costs.    It was found that the  investment projects in the capital goods 

may constitute  a rather specific case for national economic evaluation 

and that the matter would require further thinking. 
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The meeting  therefore prised that the UNIDO Secretariat 

should  --re;>ar^ a   rief paper     m the  appropriate application jf 

national  bencfit-c.st  analysis in the  capital goods subsector.    Special 

considerati n v;uld be  made-  t • the Mexican onditi .ns-     The paper 

w >u] Ì   thus primarily  serve as a basis  for the continuo! evaluation 

activities in  the ilexican project,   out   it w.uld nu d >ubt  be of 

relevance als-,  fr capital goods pr -grammes in other countries. 

The investment  rrmoti n    activities   >f the Mexican capital 

fï-uis  pr erarme c.ngtitute an essential  part  of the activities since 

"rejects >f this naturo need t    be  pr m »ted very actively.     It was, 

however, n>,ted, that  the financing    f  these investment  project docs 

not  constitute the major problem.     The main reasons are  that the 

projects are backed up by nacional Financiera and that  there are also 

other  domestic sources  of finance.  Moreover, Mexico offers an interesting 

mar'e     and -other attracting conditions for foreign investment.    Ths 

crucial problem   f  promotion lies therefore primarily la the 

field     f tcchnj]-gy collaboration, 

Tbe decisi on-making process  involves also  the  difficult task 

of reaching final  agreements between  the three major parties involved 

in the  investment,  i.e.  the domestic  and foreign companies and 

NAFINSA.    Furtherm re agreements have  to be reached with the major 

buyers of the potencial pr )ducts      Indeed,  the vari us public bodias 

in Mexico are Large consumers   of specific capital goods items (e.g. 

CPE - Cornisi m Federal  de Electricidad - and PHtEX).     The reaching 

of an agreement ia principle regarding the purchaae of planned, 

domestically pr duced capital goods is therefore an essential pre- 

condition f'»r the feasibility of the  investment projects. 

It was interesting to note  that according to the experienoe 

in this project, the Mexican Law ...n the Transfer of Ttohnology 

(enacted in January 1973) provided a good basis for the Mexioan side 

in the negotiations with foreign suppliers of technology. 

MÉMHÉBSa 
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The meeting concluded that the UNDP/UNIDP project was well 

designed t^ meet the requirements f->r investment prom;ti..n and 

negotiations if techno ogy and finance agreements-  However, this 

rather unique role of UNIDO technical assistance experts t. directly 

participate - though in an advisory capacity - in this process c >uld 

be succesfully carried .ut mainly because >f  the cl-se co-operation 

and confidence that the Mexican officials have with the project manager, 

The Vienna investment pr ¡motion meeting 

The concept and results of the meeting which was held at 

UNIDO HQ in October 1973 wei« reviewed and discussed. 

The project manager gave a brief description ^f the pr^notion 

meeting which was attended by representatives of 32 important 

manufacturine companies in Europe and representatives from Nacional 

Financiera and the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. 

A critical review *,f that meeting was undertaken. It showed 

that the selection ;f industrialists "was adequate but not complete" 

and that the investment projects should had been elaborated in some- 

what greater detail. It was therefore concluded that, for similar 

future events, more exhaustive lists f industrial companies should 

be prepared. The "project profiles" would require a>me greater degree 

of detail to attract imre interest of the industrialists. 

On the positive ;;id•;, it was »bserved that the meeting great- 

ly stimulated the interest of European manufacturers in the Capital 

Ooods Programme. In fact, the Mexican programme became quite known 

in Suropean business circles. The initial contacts made at the 

meeting were to a large extent pursued by mor* detailed discussi >ns at 

a later stage. An important aspect, of the ueeting was als•>  that tls 

Mexican delegation had the opportunity to see the first response and 

reaction of the companies to the proposed capital goods programme. 

This gave a first orientation for follow-ur actions in the fields of 

project preparation and promotion. 
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!•• Regi :nal  c - operati ;n 

Th«.  questi  n    f p. esible    co-operati n am ^ng the countriea 

in  tho Latin «mener, i;:a Canbbe-ui re^i ns in regard   to   the develop- 

ment     f  the   oapitVJ   ,: •   is industry -we  discussed in  tho meeting.     It 

was noted that   the   capital  f?.ods industry constitutes  a particularly 

difficult oenrnic  suosect r t    , stablish at  the purely national 

level  and that  substantial oc n• arnica would be achieved through a 

c -:>rdin<ui ,.i    f devel.pment  eff-rts      This mam reaana arc  the 

usually lar<;c-sc-U-      f pr lu ti n required t .< make apùcific capitali 

gods industrie F.  viabK,  *-¡ well  os   the relatively large require- 

ments f r fir.-incili   and   -ther res urces.    Co-operati  n  between some 

neighb uriag countries t    achieve  certain c >mplenentarity in the 

chjice    f capital   -•    ds industries,   thus ensuring large markets,  and 

fav uraile terms  f-T  the  v.juisiti m   'f f- reign technology and 

finance would have  a large impact    n  the devel paient  of the individual 

countries' development in this and related aubeectore. 

The NAFIIJSA/UÜIÜO project haa so far n't f ^cuaaed   m thia 

iaaue in e-nerete-  terms.    The meeting p^jposed that an  »tteeipt ba 

made tr. initiating co-operation with a few selected countriea.    Aa 

a first step in  this Jiracti >n,  a subr^ogional meeting waa propoaed 

to be arranged  by  MAFINSA and UNDP/UNIDO in 1976 with five countriea 

to exchange information and c nsider possible forma of collaboration 

in the fioide   >f  technology transfer,  financing,  subcontracting and 

trade. 

A draft  proposal for the aubregional meeting ia contained 

in the Annex III. 

In connexion with the diacuaaion on the ««pect of regional 

co-operation,  a Mexican reproaantaitve remarked that little inforamtio» 

ia presently available on the capital goods induatriaa in other 

developing countriea.    He auggeated a thorough study be oonduoted 

jn the atructurti,  trenda and plana of this aubaector in othar 

countriea and called upon UNIDO to undertake thia taak- 
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ANNEX III 

DRAFT PROPOSAL 

mmniLTATIOH ON SimRCMPJAL OO-OTORATIOH III -ME CAPTTA1, MOTS ffl»g«T 

I. ou1 .CKGROU'.T) 

,vith hi her levels of industrialization,   the demand for capital 

goods is increasing!/ significant,    '.Ihile a few  ,f the largest 

developing countries (Brasil,   India, Argentina) have  succesfully 

embarked upon developing their own capital goods industry,  the 

majority of these  countries are  predominantly dependent on imports 

from industrialized  countries. 

The special  features of  the  capital goods industry constitutes 

major constraints for developing countries:  the requirent of highly 

skilled personnel,  high capital  requirements, R and D requirent, 

sophisticated production techniques,  unavailability of domestically 

produced components,  instruments,  etc  -and lack of domestic design 

capacity are some of the constraints on the production side - while 

on the market side,  the following difficulties can be observed: 

small domestic markets,  consiming industries'  preference, for imported 

machinery,  streng competition (with various subsidies)  on the int. r- 

national market. 

In thoir effort, to develop their domestic capital goods industries 

developing countries would be  able to achieve considerable advantage, 

if mutual   co-operation could be established in some of the following 

fields: 

- selection of products for domestic manufacturing 

- acquisition and development of technology 

- finance 

- trade 
- subcontracting, including manufacture of component. 



In Mexico  the development  of the  capital goods industriee has 

been lagging behind xn comparison with some  oth.r  countries on similar 

levels of overall economic and  industrial  development, 

NACIONAL PIITA1ÍCIERA CA.,   the Mexican government's official 

industrial development  bank,   has therefore  initiated a program« 

effort  to systematically identify,   study,   select  and promote  the 

development of capital  goods   industries.    This electoral  proving 

is being undertaken with the  assistance of UNDP/UNIDO.     So  far no 

.pecific attempt was made in   this exercise   to contact  the  neighbouring 

developing countries for possible co-operation or joint  approaches m 

the development of the  capital  goods industry in the region or sub- 

region. 

In the First National Congress on the  Capital Goods Industry in 

Mexico,  held in August  1975,   it was emphasized that regional co- 

operation would constitute a notable tool  for exploiting economies of 

.cale of operation,  but that  so far none of the existing instruments 

of integration had been very efficient. 

A number of recommendations were adopted with regards to  the 

co-operation among      Latin-American countries,  including the creation 

of multinaUonal Latin-America owned corporations to undertake major 

capital goods projects and the establishment of relations among 

Latin-Americancompanies engaged in the  trade of capital  goods, 

In a meeting on the Mexican Capital  Coods Programme,  held in 

UNIDO,  Vienna,  in September  1975%  the issue of regional  co-operation 

«M agmin brought up for discus-ion.    It was considered essential 

that a rather .elective and specific approach be chosen for initiating 

concrete regional co-operation in this industrial subeector. 

/ 

* between officiale of UAFIWA and CONACYT (Council of Science and 

Technology) and UNIDO 
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The proposed »tctiaf ia i 

co-operation «wong Mexico and 

countries- 

ant to lay «* tuwHAàm fa» Cartai« 

of ÜM «•*•*•">*•€ «aval«**!* 

__HIMaÉIBll m/mmÊtlÊl. mmm^^^ÈIÊÊÎÊ^m^imlÊ^Êk 
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II.    IgaCRIP.'IOlt OF TH3 PROJECT 

A. Aim 

The aim of the aubregioiial  consultation is  '„o establish 

working relations and dottrinine principles for co-operation among the 

•elected countries in developing the capital goods industries.    More 

specificallyi  the consultative meeting aims at: 

(i) exchanging information and data on the situation, 
prospects and plans of the capital goods industry 
in saoh cf the participating countries 

(ii) considering possible collaboration  in the fields of 
technology transfer,  financing, marketing and export 

Uii) considering agreements for tradts,   .joint-ventures and 
subcontracting of specific capital  goods and their 
components 

(iv) reviewing methodological  and policies aspects of 
prograwung the capital goods industry at  the 
national and subregional  levels 

(v) considering further tM>P assistance in this field 
on the national and/or sugregional  levels. 

A detailed Agenda is to be prepared by N*FINSA/UNID0. 

The consultative meeting is meant to be operational,  i.e. 

involving discussions on possible business agreements.    Therefore it 

is regarded essential that the meeting is kept at a rather technioal 

and business level,  and that the number of participants is limited. 

?- ggonsofi 

The consultations will be sponsored and hosted by Hacional 

financiera S.A.    Co-sponsors are UNDP and UNIDO. 

C. Participants 

It is proposed that tae following countries participate in 

the consultative neeting: 
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cu;;.i 

GUATEMALA 

JAMAICA 

KCXK 1 

VENEZUELA 

This proposed eel erti?n constitutes a representation of 

countries trm the North,  Central  and 3outh Amerio*regions including 

two Caribbean countries,     .mile certainly more interested countries 

could be added to the list,   the number of participants for this 

particular consultative meeting is intentionally kept  low to ensure 

the desired operational  character    f the meeting. 

Similarly,  it is suggested that the number of representatives 

from each of the participating countries is limited - ranging between 

5 to  10 persona. 

Institutions 

The consultative meeting aims at bringing together decision- 

makers from those national  institutions which are directly involved in 

the development of the capital goods industry sector for the financial, 

policies,  technical and operational points of view. 

The choice of relevant institutions may be different in the 

participating countries,  but generally it can be expected that the 

following institutions will  be represented« 

- Government authorities (Ministries of Industry and 
Trade) 

- banks (mojjr development  banks) 

- Industry (major, relevant industries) 

- Commercial associations 

International organisations 

The following internatio nil organisations would be invitee 

to participate» 

sans 
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UNDP: Headquarters 
Resident Representative 

UNIDO: Headquarters . 
Senior Industrial Development field Advisor 
Project Manager, Capi al Goods Project i i Mexico 

ECU: 

IBRD 

Mexico 

P. Preparation of background papers 

The following papers would be prepared and circulated to 

the participants before  the consultations: 

Country papors 

Each of the participating countries would prepare a paper 

covering the following issue«: 

- The present size and structure of the capital goods 
industry in the context of the entire industry sector 

- Basic demand estimates of capital goods 

- Actual plans and policies for developing the capital 
goods industry.    List  of possible, potential investment 
projects. 

The participating country should designate the institution^) 

which is(are) to prepare the paper. 

The UNIDO Secretariat will co-ordinate the preparation of 

these papers and circulate them, 

P^r on possible f»i— «id spproanhei for collaboration 

This paper - to be prepared by a UNIDC consultant - will 

outline appropriate ways and form, of collaboration «song national 

projects in the capital goods subsector. 

Methodology 

This paper is to b. prepared by a UHIDO consultant.    It 

will review the »îthodologicaJ. aspects of profTSSMUng and promoting 

the ospitai goods industry. 
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Paper on technology agreement« 

This piper, to be prepared by a UHI1» conaultant, will htf^- 

light the possible formi, coverage and it«»« of a«rt »tnt« with foraifn 

•uppliers of know-how. 

The consultative Meting will be held in Spani»h 

EngliBh.   Provisioifor inttrpratation facilititi will therefore be 

required. 

ILA 
Tke consultations will take placa in mid 1976 iuris« five 

days-    The exact dates will bo determined in dut courte. 

Q. Location 

Mexico City, 

MKMikgkHMjkaB 
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fll.  C09T DATA 

The costs for the consultations will be composed by conference 

facilities,   travel  «nd per diem of participara,  *nd consultant fees. 

The fjlluvfin« break-down shows the  approximate cost« involved for 

each party: 

wriQnfrt Financian 9f- (*«"c0^ 

NAFINSÀ will provide for conference facilitisi 

including simultaneous interpretation English/Spanish 

(and v^ce versa) 

yin* 
1. Air travel and per diss» of one UNDP (HQ) 

officer and one UNIDO (HQ) officer-  Approximately 

2. Travel  fees and per die» for the UN1DC 
consultants preparing the above-mentioned papers. 
Approximately 

3. Air travel for the participant* of the 
four countries to Mexico City and return.  Approximate- 
ly (US %• 1 ,000 we  included for contingencies) 

Total UMDP contribution 

íísfllrsti ffTtioip«*» 

The countries participating will bear the 

oost of their own accomodation and boardin«, as well 

as all other personal expense« in Mexico. 

The countries will bear the costs for 

preparing the above-mentioned country papers. 

US *   2,500 

US Î 7,500 

us $ 11,000 

US % 21.000 
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